You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SMEG KSEG72. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the SMEG KSEG72 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
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Control panel 2. Air-inlet surface (with grease filter) 3. Lights (When washing the grease filter, wash the support grate as well with warm soapy water). Carry
out the above steps in reverse order to put the filters back after having washed them, making sure the entire extraction surface is covered. Use of the hood The
hood is fitted with a control panel with aspiration speed selection control and a light switch to control cooking area lights.
For the best performance, we recommend using the low speeds in normal conditions and the high speeds when strong odour and vapour concentrations are
present. Light should be switched ON to improve cooking area visibility. It is advisable to switch on the extractor hood a few minutes before starting cooking
and then to leave it running for approximately 5 minutes afterwards to ensure that all odours are extracted. Carbon filter - Fig. 4 (Recirculation mode only)
The carbon filter serves to eliminate odours that form during the cooking process. The carbon filter cannot be washed nor regenerated. The carbon filter
should be replaced every 6 months under normal use. To dismount the carbon filter: 1. Disconnect the hood from the electricity. 2.
Remove the metal filters (or its support). 3. @@To fit the carbon filter: 1. @@@@@@Never use products containing abrasive. Wipe brushed stainless steel
in the same direction as the brushing to avoid scratching. Clean the external surface of the cooker hood almost once every 10 days. Metal grease filter The
grease filter serves to trap grease particles present on cooking fumes. The metal grease filter lasts forever and must be washed either by hand or in the
dishwasher (65°C) with suitable detergents. The grease filters must be washed at least once a month. When washed in a dishwasher, the metal grease filter
may discolour.
It's filtering properties will nevertheless remain unaltered. Let the filter dry without damaging it before putting it back into place. To remove the metal grease
filter (according model you own:Fig. 2-a-b-c-d) 1. Disconnect the hood from the electricity.
2. Push handles A toward the centre The model with the grill support (see fig. 2d) has an internal metal filter. @@3) inwards. @@@@4 1.
Disconnect the hood from the electricity. 2. @@3. @@Reclose the protective shield for the lamp. @@Appliance fitted with plug. Connect it to a socket which
conforms with current regulations. @@@@@@@@@@-- No food must be cooked flambé underneath the hood. @@Therefore, never use an open flame
under the hood. When frying foods, never leave the pan alone because the cooking oil could flare up. -- Please, keep to the provisions of official directives
regarding the question of fume discharge.
-- The manufacturers refuse to accept any responsibility for damage to the hood or its catching on fire because of failure to observe the above instructions. 11
GB Electric connection (ONLY for UK) WARNING: THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED The mains lead of this appliance is fitted with a BS 1363 5 amp
fused plug. To change a fuse in this type of plug use an A.S.T.A. approved fuse to BS1362 type. 1. Remove the fuse cover and fuse . 2.
Fit replacement 5A fuse into fuse cover. 3. Refit both into plug. @@@@@@@@A suitable alternative plug of at least 5 Amp rating e.g.
5 Amp round pin to BS 546 should then be fitted to the cable. The wires in this mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code:BLUE
"NEUTRAL" - "N" BROWN "LIVE" - "L" GREEN AND YELLOW "EARTH" - "E" 1 The GREEN AND YELLOW wire must be connected to the terminal in
the plug which is marked with the letter "F" or by the Earth symbol or coloured green or green and yellow. 2 The BLUE wire must be connected to the
terminal which is marked with the letter "N" or coloured black. 3 The BROWN wire must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter "L" or
coloured red. Systems available Two systems are available: Exhaust mode Vapours are extracted outside through an exhausting pipe that is affixed to the
connection ring above the hood.
Diameter of the exhausting pipe must be equal to that of the connection ring. In the horizontal runs the duct must be slightly slanted (about 10°) and directed
upwards to vent the air easily from the room to the outside. Attention! @@Attention! @@@@6-7) Before using the hood, ensure that the inside grids (G-Fig.
8)are open (Exhaust mode) or closed (Filter version). 12 LI1B5A Ed. 02/99 .
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